
 

Spring Inspiration  
While you anxiously await spring to settle in, warm up, and allow you 
to finally work in your garden, focus on inspiration and preparation. For 
inspiration, start with the FFOOUURRTTHH  AANNNNUUAALL  GGAARRDDEENNIINNGG  SSYYMMPPOOSSIIUUMM. 

 

Horticultural information, entertainment and non-stop gardening talk 
will be in plentiful supply at the Loudoun County Master Gardener 
Annual Symposium April 6 & 7, at Leesburg's Ida Lee Recreation Center. 
The Symposium, open to all with an interest in gardening and the 
landscape, will feature a cast of well-known and authoritative speakers 
providing insights and inspiration for the coming season. For more 
information and registration see Gardening Symposium on the Master 
Gardener website.  

22001133  SSPPRRIINNGG  PPLLAANNTT  SSAALLEE  
Tomatoes, peppers, and herbs — all the basics whether you have a 
container garden on your deck or a half acre!  Give your vegetable 
garden a wonderful head start, selecting plants from tried and true 
varieties of our favorite veggies, grown lovingly by Master Gardeners!  
Product and ordering information is on the website. All plants are 
$3.25. Orders with payment must be received in the Extension Office 
by Friday March 29. Pre-paid orders are filled on a first-come, first-
served basis and may be picked up at the Extension Office on Saturday, 
April 13 from 9am to 1pm. See the order form on the last page. 

2233RRDD  AANNNNUUAALL  LLEEEESSBBUURRGG  FFLLOOWWEERR  &&  GGAARRDDEENN  FFEESSTTIIVVAALL  
The streets of downtown Leesburg will be in full bloom April 20th and 
21st.  Be sure to find the Loudoun County Master Gardener booth to 
purchase our great garden gloves and tools, books, decorative planters 
and any plants you might have forgotten to pre-order at the plant sale 
above.  (Saturday: 10am - 6pm; Sunday: 10am - 5pm).    
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LOUDOUN COUNTY  
MASTER GARDENER  

LECTURE SERIES 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, 7PM 

RUST LIBRARY,  
380 OLD WATERFORD RD, NW, 

LEESBURG  

April 4. Northern Virginia 
Stream Restoration Bank: 
Native Plants and Natural 
Channel Design, Mike Rolband, 
Wetland Studies and Solutions.  

May 2. Washington, City of 
Trees - City's Arboreal History 
with Melanie Choukas-Bradley  

June 6. Pollinators, Banshee 
Reeks Bee Inventory with 
Elizabeth Sellers.  

July 11. Green lawns, the bridge 
between HOAs and protecting 
the watershed with Tim Ohlwiler 

Aug. 8. Collecting and 
Organizing Seeds / 
Composting with Michael 
Neese 
 
 
For more information, please 
visit our web site at 
loudouncountymastergardeners.org 

 
 
Visit us on Facebook: 
Master Gardeners of Loudoun 
County, Virginia. 
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LCMG Help Desk 

What?  The Loudoun County Master Gardeners’ Help Desk. 

Where?  The Loudoun County Cooperative Extension Office at 30 Catoctin Circle, Suite B, SE, Leesburg (in the 
Wells Fargo building and across from the Post Office). 

When?  Weekdays, 9am-noon or any time you are at your desk with a telephone or a computer. 

Who?  Loudoun County Master Gardener Volunteers staff the desk.  We are volunteers who have received 
extensive training under the auspices of Virginia Tech and the Loudoun County Cooperative Extension office. 
Why?  Land grant universities in conjunction with Cooperative Extension 
Offices all over the United States sponsor volunteer Master Gardener 
programs to give homeowners unbiased, research-based horticultural 
information – at no cost to the homeowner.  Besides helping people grow 
their own food and beautify their property, the aim of these programs is 
to improve the environment by reducing the misuse and overuse of 
pesticides and herbicides. 

How?  1) Bring your question to the Help Desk during work hours listed 
above, with or without a specimen, and fill out the Client Log Sheet.  
The Master Gardener on duty will try to answer your question right then.  
If your problem requires further study she or he will give you an answer 
later via telephone or email.  If you can’t make it during our work hours, 
still come in and fill out a form and drop off your specimen — we will 
get back to you as soon as possible. OR 2) Go to our website 
http://loudouncountymastergardeners.org/gotquest.htm. Save the Log 
Sheet form to your computer and complete as many areas as you can 
using the tab key to move through the fill-in fields.  Send it back to us 
at loudounmg@vt.edu. If you are requesting a plant ID or pest ID and 
suggested treatment, attach photos of the plant or pest to the email 
submission and we will email you back with the information you need. 

Here are a few tips to help us provide you with the right information: 

 If you wish to have a plant identified, bring in a sample large enough to determine its size and growth 
habit – an entire stem or branch, not just a leaf. 

 If you want to find out what is eating or ailing your plant, bring in a sample showing both the problem 
area along with some healthy growth if possible. Again, an entire branch or stem will give us more to 
work with.  Your sample should be in a plastic bag to avoid the possibility of spreading a disease or 
insects. 

 Clear digital photos are great for email identification, but please keep the size reasonable to reduce 
download time. 

In 2012, Help Desk volunteers handled 775 requests from phone calls, walk-ins and email requests. We are 
here to help so come on in with your plant questions. 

Alice Bagwill, Master Gardener 

MG Sue Russell identifies plant 
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High Bush Blueberries in your Landscape  
Blueberry bushes are lovely, long lived shrubs and easy to integrate into your ornamental landscape or into a 
designated blueberry patch. The keys are to find the right spot, properly prepare the growing area, and then 
learn how to prune, feed and care for your plants.   

Blueberry bush basics 

Native American Blueberry plants appear in their natural environments 
either as High or Low Bush types. This article will focus on the High Bush 
hybrids that have been developed over the years for fruit production. 
Within this group are Southern and Northern bushes. Typically Northern 
types are more common in our planting zone, but in recent years some 
Southern types have been crossed with their Northern cousins and also do 
well in the Virginia Piedmont. Master Gardeners have introduced some at 
our Demo Garden and have had positive results.   

Blueberry Hybrids vary in height (4-6 feet), winter hardiness, yield, fruit 
size, taste and fruiting season. They will be categorized by early, mid, or 
late season. To extend your picking season, it is good to have some of each 
type. Cross pollination is needed for berries to form, so this is met by 
planting 2 or more varieties with similar bloom periods. 

Choose the planting location 

High Bush hybrids need full sun and good air circulation. They also require 
acidic soil (4.5-5.5 pH). Because their roots form a shallow dense mat, they need more water than some 
other shrubs, so make sure you have access to a hose or other form of irrigation. 

To integrate the bushes into your shrub border, plan to mix them with other acid loving plants that get 
abundant light (perhaps less than 6 hours, but no heavy shade). If you plan a patch, find a sunny, well drained 
site. If planting in a row, plants are spaced 5 feet on center. If you have multiple rows, space rows 8-10 feet 
apart. North-south rows are best for light exposure.   

Preparing the site 

In the perfect world, the site should be prepared a year before planting. Since the best time to plant is in 
early spring, you could prepare the site this spring, then install this time next year. This is helpful if your soil 
is compacted, lacks organic matter and the soil pH requires adjustment. 

It is essential that the pH is correct for blueberries to be able to absorb nutrients and thrive (soil test kits are 
available at the extension office). Work organic matter such as compost, peat moss or rotted saw dust into 
the soil and follow the recommendations from the analysis to adjust the pH. For organic gardening, sulfur 
powder or granules are used to lower the pH and lime or wood ash is used to increase the pH.   

If you are impatient and want to plant this spring, the following is recommended: Test pH and amend the 
planting area as noted above before planting.   

What, when and how to Plant 

The best time to plant blueberries is in late winter/early spring (late February to mid-May) when severe 
freeze danger has passed and the soil is workable. Most plants sold are 2-3 year old plants.   
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Dormant plants (usually soiled roots wrapped in plastic are sent) are preferred for early planting and can be 
ordered from reputable nurseries that specialize in small fruiting plants. Plant the dormant bushes in late 
winter, as soon as you can work the soil. Make sure you follow the care and planting instructions that arrive 
with the plants.  

Container grown bushes are better used after plants break dormancy. A disadvantage of potted plants is that 
the roots may be bound in the pot; some root pruning may be required to assure that the roots will not grow 
around themselves. Potted bushes are available at local nurseries or internet nurseries as noted above. 

The planting hole needs to be more wide than deep, at least wide enough to accommodate the spread of the 
root system. Add a pound of soaking wet peat moss to the hole during backfilling (wet small amounts at a 
time in a pail). Set the plants at the same depth they were planted at the nursery.  Spread the roots and back 
fill the soil. Irrigate with 1 inch of water immediately after planting. You can clip off 1/3 of the stems, then 
rub off any flower buds (wider and more round than vegetable buds) on the plant so all growth the first year 
will be allocated to the roots.  

Managing the new planting 

3-5 inches of mulch is essential to help suppress weeds, 
moderate soil temperatures, retain moisture and slow 
changes to soil pH.  Also the mulch breaks down and 
increases organic matter. Softwood sawdust, wood chips, 
bark, straw, pine-needles, compost or combinations of 
these are suitable for mulching blueberries. Replenishing 
the mulch is important when it decomposes due to roots 
growing into the mulch. 

If planting in rows, mulch a minimum of 3 feet wide by the length of row. If individual, mulch at least a 3 
foot circle per plant. Maintain moisture throughout summer and especially fall, as blueberries are not great 
extractors of water from soil.  

Maintenance of established plants 

Yearly, spring pruning is essential to assure plant health and fruit production. Proper pruning will allow for 
elimination of older, less productive canes and encourage new cane growth and allow for a plant that is 
upright and open for light penetration.    

First, remove any canes with winter damage, disease or insect damage. Also remove any cane or branch that 
rubs against another, or is growing across and touching other canes. Then prune as listed below because 
pruning practices vary as the plant ages.  

 Only flower buds are removed for the first and 2nd year.  
 For 3rd season plants, remove any twisted or low growing canes. 
 For 3-8 year old plants in our zone, if more than 2 canes were produced the previous year, remove all 

but the 2-3 healthiest. 
 When plants are about 8 years old, they should contain 10-20 canes of different ages.  
 Canes over 8 years start to lose productivity. Annual removal of 8 year old canes (oldest) will allow 

the plant to produce new canes.  
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First year blueberries may be fertilized (based on soil test recommendations) 3-4 weeks after planting and 
again in 4 more weeks if there was not a great amount of organic material added when amending the soil.  
For organic gardening, gently work in cotton seed meal per label instructions.  

In subsequent years, fertilize once a year in the spring at the 
time you prune. Generally, blueberries require little 
supplemental fertilization and are sensitive to too much fertility, 
so choose less rather than more if in doubt.   

Now go for it…in a few years you will be filling your freezer! 

Some websites to check for information and/or ordering plants: 

 DeGrandchamp Farm  www.degrandchamps.com 

Finch Blueberries   www.danfinch.com/berrys.htm  

Norse Farms   http://noursefarms.com/ 

Willis Orchards   www.willisorchards.com 

Sharon Harris, Master Gardener 

 

Tree Mulching Tips 

 

Apply three inches of mulch in a “donut” around 
your trees in order to: 

 conserve moisture in the soil 
 keep down weeds 
 protect the tree from mowers 
 keep the roots cool 
 reduce soil compaction 
 reduce erosion 

It is not necessary to add new mulch every year.  
You can rake old mulch to revive its appearance. 

Improper mulching can kill your tree. 

Mulch “volcanoes” or over-mulching trees at the 
trunk can suffocate roots, cause inner bark death, 
provide a haven for chewing rodents and create a 
waterproof layer. 
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Sustainability in the Spring Vegetable Garden 

The expectation of things to come in March reminds me of the old Andy Williams tune “It’s the Most 
Wonderful Time of the Year.” Vegetable gardeners everywhere realize another season is almost here and 
gives us another chance to repeat successes or redeem failures encountered 
in previous seasons. 

Most of us think long and hard about what we will grow in the garden, and 
the best of us have already amassed a stash of vegetable seeds. Ordering 
quality seed is important but thought and planning should go into growing the 
healthiest plant possible. This involves considerations beyond the seed. 

One of the first steps to ensure healthier plants and to do it more sustainably 
is to incorporate organic matter into your garden soil well before planting. 
Fall is the ideal time to do add organic matter, however, this can be done 
during early spring as well when the soil has dried out. Some kinds of organic 
matter appropriate for turning into the garden soil during spring are 
decomposed disease-free garden debris left over from last fall, shredded 
partially decomposed leaves, leaf mold mulch, bagged humus and compost.  

Why is this so important? Doing this will feed the soil microbes and other 
living organisms of the soil which in turn will help feed your plants the right amount of nutrients. Organic 
matter also increases water holding capacity and “lightens” compacted soil. Many gardeners strive to create 
a rich and loamy soil and adding organic material is the only way to do this. Healthy soil equals healthy 
plants! Healthy plants require less chemical intervention for pests and disease and subsequently create a 
more sustainable garden as well. 

Often we believe our plants need large amounts of fertilizer and 
find ourselves pouring all kinds of “potions” on and around them. 
Certainly if your soil has not been amended with good organic 
matter, fertilization will be necessary. Buy dry, granulated or 
powdered vegetable garden fertilizer labeled “organic or for 
organic gardens” and incorporate into your soil a couple of weeks 
before planting. Organic fertilizer, as with organic matter, needs to 
be broken down first to be of use to your plants. Using organic 
fertilizers means you are less likely to over-apply and create runoff 
into storm drains or waterways. As with any product always follow 
label directions…more is not better! 

Think about more than vegetables to create a diverse environment for beneficial insects. Utilize planting 
spaces in beds around your vegetable garden as well as in your vegetable garden by planting small-flowered 
perennials, annuals and herbs in beds. Cilantro, dill, fernleaf yarrow, bronze fennel, tansy, rue, sweet 
alyssum, cosmos and buckwheat are some great choices for attracting desirable insects that in turn will prey 
upon bad insects. FYI - Some of the plants listed can get out of control and so it is important to keep them in 
check.  

Be informed about the proper times to plant your vegetables. Most vegetables have a particular time within 
the season to be planted. Planting vegetables too early or too late result in stunted, weak and unproductive 
plants. These damaged plants attract bad insects into the vegetable garden creating unnecessary pest issues. 

It’s time to start gardening! 
Denise Palmer, Master Gardener 

Spring Peas 
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No Till Gardening: Help Save the Earth the Easy Way 

Gardeners have dug and turned over the soil before planting for thousands of years. This makes planting crops 
and using fertilizers ‘easier’. It also speeds up decomposition of crop residue and other organic matter. 
Tilling is usually the gardener’s most strenuous task. 

Digging into the soil disturbs the natural growing environment that is a complex, symbiotic relationship 
between the soil surface and the underlying microorganisms, which contributes to a natural, healthy soil 
structure. It also causes soil compaction and brings dormant weed seeds to the surface where they will 
sprout. 

Tilling creates soil erosion, water logging, too much aeration and compaction, made worse by heavy 
equipment and formation of a hard topsoil pan which hinders seed germination and stops water infiltration. It 
damages and exposes earthworms and kills other beneficial organisms. 

Soil layers tilled by machinery inverts, or turns, the soil upside down. Air mixes in and soil microbial activity 
dramatically increases. The result is that soil and organic matter is broken down much more rapidly and 
carbon is lost from the soil into the atmosphere. This, in addition to the emissions from farm equipment, 
increases carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere. This is not a healthy situation. 

When settlers arrived in this country, the Iroquois were no till farmers, and they out produced the settlers. 
With no till gardening, once the bed is established, the surface does not have to be disturbed. Amendments 
such as compost, manure, peat and fertilizers are ‘top dressed’. They will be pulled into the subsoil by 
watering and the activity of subsoil microorganisms. Mulch replaces weeding. By adding material in layers, 
you are replicating the way soil is produced in nature. 

By eliminating tillage, leaving crop residues where they lay, and by growing winter cover crops loss can be 
slowed and eventually reversed. There are several methods that can be used to prepare a bed before 
adopting the no till method. 

 One way is to ‘double dig’ the area to at least the depth of two spade lengths. Remove large rocks, 
roots and other obstructions. Add amendments like compost or other organic materials and work into 
the soil. (A good resource on double digging is the book ‘How to Grow More Vegetables than You Ever 
Thought Possible, On Less Land Than You Can Imagine,’ by John Jeavons, who revolutionized double 
digging.) 

 Build raised beds. You can use untreated wood (white oak is a good choice) as a frame, or leave the 
beds open. The best time to start this is in the fall. You use a method referred to as “lasagna 
gardening”. Start by laying down unwaxed cardboard and/or newspaper in a 3’ to 4’ width, and the 
length you prefer. Then you lay down layers of organic material: straw, compost, grass clippings, 
leaves, etc. This type of layering is also called sheet composting or layer gardening. By the time 
spring arrives, the layers have decomposed enough to add a thin layer of compost in order to plant. 

 Square Foot Gardening is another example of no till. This type of gardening is good for the gardener 
who has limited space. 

For small scale gardeners anywhere, a digging fork and a rake with an occasional spade used for planting are 
adequate for no till gardening. 

A U Bar Digger, a type of broadfork, is an ideal tool for the no till garden. Why use a broadfork? 
 A rototiller can kill beneficial fungi and worms in the soil. 
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 A tiller can upset the soil layers and cause hardpan in some soils. It is best not 
to mix soil layers because some of the beneficial organisms prefer to live at the 
surface, while others prefer deeper spaces. 

 A broadfork allows you to loosen the soil without disturbing the various soil 
layers. 

 A broadfork works in wet soil where tillers will not. 
 It is a great tool for someone who wants to grow vegetables organically. 

Cover crops are used occasionally in no till gardening. They help protect the soil from 
erosion in the winter and help control weeds. They increase nutrients in the soil several 
ways. By using legumes (field peas, hairy vetch) nitrogen is fixed in the soil. Plants with 
long roots pull nutrients up to the surface from lower layers (oilseed radish, rye). 

At the end of the 2012 gardening season, we planted cover crops in all 15 of our Demo 
Garden 4’ x 25’ raised vegetable beds. We are using them for different purposes in the 
2013 season. Some will be U Barred and used for”green manure”. Some will be pulled and laid on the beds for 
mulch. And some vegetables, the tomatoes and brassicas (cabbages), will be planted directly into the cover 
crop and used as a living mulch. This is ideal no till gardening. 

Although no till gardening has been used for hundreds of years, a Japanese farmer, Masanobu Fukuoka, is the 
inventor and master of the natural farming technique. He has based his farming on letting nature be in 
control. His book, ‘One Straw Revolution’, published in 1978 by Rodale Press, has been the inspiration for 
many young farmers and small gardeners, along with J.I. Rodale’s innovative organic revelations starting in 
1940.  Fukuoka’s farming is guided by 4 firmly practiced principles: 

 No till 
 No fertilizer 
 No weeding 
 No pesticides 

In making the transition to this kind of gardening, some composting or weeding may be necessary at first, but 
gradually these measures will be reduced and the result is that the natural environment is not altered. 

I’ve only touched lightly on the organic no till gardening method. There are many resources for no till 
gardening. Thanks to the internet, there is a plethora of information at your fingertips. It may be a slow 
‘revolution’, but it is a necessary movement to help save our earth. The golden rule with no till gardening is 
too avoid inverting the soil, and to tread lightly, or not at all on your planting area. And, the bottom line 
that should entice you are the benefits of a no till or raised bed garden:  

 They are easy to build. 
 They are virtually maintenance free. 
 They mirror nature to create a rich, organic environment for your plants. 
 They can be built anywhere, anytime to any design (check with your HOA for regulations) 

Happy Gardening. 

Normalee Martin, Loudoun County Master Gardener 

Broadfork 
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Spring Wild Flowers for Your Garden 

Spring wildflowers have a magical quality. They appear in the early spring while frost and even snow still 
threaten. They appear to be fragile but bloom under harsh conditions and then some of them disappear as 
quickly as they appeared. We see them along woodland trails and along creeks and streams but some of them 
are not as finicky as they are reputed to be and can grow in your shade gardens giving you the same spring 
surprise and pleasure as the ones in the wild. 

The following flowers are proven garden performers that can be purchased at more selective garden centers 
and from native plant nurseries. 

Virginia Bluebells (Mertensia virginica) -Virginia Bluebells 
are the iconic spring wildflowers of this area, blooming in 
early April. Unlike many spring wildflowers, Virginia 
Bluebells are large, leafy plants often growing 2 – 2 ½ feet 
tall, but these are true ephemerals and will totally disappear 
by June. This makes them a perfect plant to share space 
with ferns and hostas that emerge as the bluebells melt into 
the earth. Bluebells also spread delightfully by rhizomes and 
seeds that ants will carry off some distance from the main 
clump. Plant them in areas that will be shaded when the 
trees leaf out and in areas where they can naturalize over 
time. Bluebells can be purchased in many local nurseries.  
Four or five one-gallon plants will fill an area in just a few 
years.  

Wild geranium (Geranium maculatum) - These wild 
geraniums are very adaptable, growing in semi-shaded 
gardens and moist to dry areas.  They grow 12- 18 inches 
tall and have an unusually long bloom time for a spring 
wildflower. They colonize by thick rhizomes but are not 
aggressive. Use them as a ground cover with taller plants, 
such as Solomon’s seal, interspersed. Their palmate, lobed 
leaves are very distinctive and attractive. Wild geraniums 
go dormant in mid-summer. One gallon plants can be found 
at many garden centers. 

 

 
Solomon’s seal (Polygonatum pubescens) - Solomon’s seal 
have flowers hanging from the arching stem. False Solomon’s 
seal (Maianthemum racemosum), also a native plant, have 
flowers only at the tip of the stem. The two often grow 
together in the wild. Solomon’s seal bloom from mid- to 
late spring, lasting about 3 weeks. During the summer, the 
flowers are replaced by berries that mature and turn dark 
blue-violet to black. Small clonal colonies are often 
produced from rhizomes. Solomon’s seal can be purchased 
from native plant nurseries. 
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Twinleaf (Jeffersonia diphylla) is a spectacular little plant 
whether you find it in a forest or grow it in your wooded 
garden.  While it is considered rare in the wild, it’s a tough 
little plant and comes back each year to bloom and produce 
a large woody seed capsule with a hinged lid that pops open 
when it’s ripe. Each plant produces a 1” wide white flower 
with 8 petals atop a leafless stalk.  The leaves are basal, 
long-stemmed, and divided lengthwise into wing-like 
halves. This is an early bloomer that all types of pollinators 
love. Buy Twinleaf from a native plant nursery and plant 
them in rich soil at the base of an oak or tulip tree. 

 

Rue Anemone (Thalictrum thalictroides) is also called windflower 
because of the movement of the flowers on slender stems. The 
distinctive three-lobed leaves are similar those of the Meadow Rue. 
The plant is in the buttercup family — note the appearance of the 
flower. This is a charming little flower that grows 4 to 8 inches in 
height. The flower lacks nectar and attracts pollinators through its 
color and flower shape, mimicking flowers that do have nectar.  But 
pollination is chancy and the plant mainly reproduces via its roots. 
Rue Anemone is best planted under deciduous trees. It prefers 
dappled sunlight during the spring, but tolerates considerable shade 
later in the year. Rue Anemone can be purchased from native plant 
nurseries. 

 

Wild Columbine (Aquilegia canadensis) - This spring bloomer with a 
showy flower loves to hang off embankments and rocky ledges in 
the wild but will be quite happy in your well-drained garden as 
well. Wild columbine always has a red flower with a yellow center. 
This color scheme attracts hummingbirds who are columbines’ most 
efficient pollinators. It grows to about 2 ft. tall in bright shade and 
is most easily propagated by seed. Seeds may be sown immediately 
after collection or stored and given a cold-moist treatment (see 
article on germination in this publication). Sow seed in fall as soon 
as temperature drops and in spring before the worst heat. Sow by 
just scattering on the surface and lightly tamping.  Seedlings will 
flower the second year following germination. Purchase seed from 
native plant seed companies such as Native Plant Seed or Prairie 
Moon Nursery. 

Native flowers can be purchased at many local nurseries with some careful shopping.  Local native plant 
nurseries include Nature By Design in Alexandria, VA, and Hill House Farm and Nursery, Castleton, VA. Many 
organizations hold native plant sales in the spring and in the fall. Check the Loudoun County Master Gardener 
website, Native Plant page for information on sales this spring.   

 Carol Ivory, Master Gardener 
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Insects of Spring 

Early signs of spring abound on our farm this week.  The daffodils are anxiously pushing upward toward the 
warming rays of the sun, disregarding the threat of impending snow, but, a well-known harbinger of spring 
made its first appearance in my back paddock today.  Our beautiful American robins have returned from their 
winter retreats.  Each morning I listen carefully for new bird calls that I can identify, and surprisingly 
migratory birds are already beginning to make their appearances.  But what is there to eat?  Have the insects 
begun their exodus from their protected winter abodes as well?  Some have, and I don’t mean the stink bugs 
stuck inside your home. 

The vernal equinox is March 20, and with it comes warmer weather and insects.  As a science teacher, this is 
great news.  Having been cooped up indoors for many months, students like nothing better than heading 
outdoors, and what better to investigate than insects.  So what would we 
expect to see?  Here are some insects we will be looking for on a sunny spring 
day: 

Bees:  Our beloved honeybee will be busy on days when the temperature rises 
above 50, but so will other bee pollinators, such as carpenter bees. 

Flies:  Many fly species will be busy taking care of the decaying material winter 
has left behind.  Crane flies breed in cool wet areas, so spring is a time for them 
to thrive. 

Butterflies:  Some butterfly species overwinter as fully-grown adults and are 
hungrily looking for the wildflower nectar on the first mild spring days.  The 
Mourning Cloak butterfly, also known as the “Harbinger of Spring", is usually 
the first butterfly we see in spring.  It spends the winter as an adult in tree 
holes, ready to emerge as soon as the temperature rises above freezing. 

Spiders:  Although spiders are most prevalent at the end of summer, there are 
some that overwinter as adults and will be busy making webs as soon as mild 

temperatures return.  Watch for jumping spiders on the prowl. 

Eastern Tent Caterpillar:  You will probably recognize this insect’s home 
before you see the caterpillars.  They are sociable insects living in a protective 
silk nest built in the crotch of a tree, working in contented harmony.  They tend 
to defoliate some of the tree but don’t worry,  it will grow back.  After all, it is 
early spring. Once out of the web, the caterpillars serve as food for birds and 
other insects. Then the caterpillars turn into moths after three weeks. 

Who else:  The insects discussed above are among the most recognizable ones 
found in early spring, but be on the look-out for many more.  Ants will be 
getting to work as will some wasp species.  Ladybugs will be stirring from their 
winter slumber, emerging from the many cracks and crevices in our homes.   
Send them gently on their way, for they are beneficials you hope will frequent your garden.   

Aquatic insects such as young stoneflies called naiads and mayflies, thrive in cool spring water so it is a great 
time to find them, as long as you don’t mind getting a bit wet. 

 Karen Olgren. Master Gardener 
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A Monarch Friendly Garden 

Love seeing wildlife and butterflies in the garden, especially monarch 
butterflies? This is the year to establish or expand plantings that provide 
habitat for monarchs! Whether you have a container garden, a small 
subdivision-sized garden, or a large property ̶  you can join in a campaign with 
others across Loudoun to increase the number of these brilliant butterflies that 
return north each spring after overwintering in Mexico. 

Habitat loss is one of the contributing factors to the steady decline of monarchs 
over the past 15 years, and the Loudoun County Wildlife Conservancy 
(www.loudounwildlife.org) has taken the lead to help boost the number of 
“Monarch Waystation” gardens in the county that provide needed host and 
nectar plants. 

According to Monarch Watch, an educational outreach program based at the 
University of Kansas, there are several key elements necessary for a successful Monarch Waystation including: 

Exposure. Monarch Waystations need to be located in an area that receives at least six hours of sun a day. 

Milkweed Plants. Several Loudoun Master Gardeners agree that milkweed is IT!  Strive to have at least 10 
plants, made up of two or more species that mature and flower at different times during the season. 
Recommended native milkweed species are Swamp Milkweed, Asclepias incarnate, Butterflyweed, Asclepias 
tuberosa and Common Milkweed, Asclepias syriaca. 

Nectar Plants. Provide nectar sources that bloom sequentially or continuously during the season and try to 
include four native nectar plants such as Narrow-leaved Goldenrod, Solidago graminifolia, Blackeyed Susan, 
Rudbeckia hirta, Hollow-stemmed Joe-Pye Weed, Eupatoriadelphus fistulosus, Dense Blazing Star, Liatris 
spicata and New England Aster, Symphyotrichum novae-angliae. 

Soils and garden management.  Plant in light (low-clay) soil, allow for good drainage, amend the soil, keep 
up with watering, eliminate insecticide use, and remove invasive plant 
species, if possible. 

Shelter. To assure that the maximum number of monarchs survive in your 
habitat, plants should be relatively close together but not crowded. Be 
sure to follow planting guides.   

LCMG Beatrice Ashford has three milkweed plants in her garden along with 
Joe-Pye Weed, Blackeyed Susans and Asters. “I was thrilled when I spotted 
the larvae happily munching on milkweed the second year the garden was 
established.” 

“I had my most successful milkweed plant (Asclepias incarnata ‘Soulmate’) when I lived in a townhouse,” 
according to LCMG Marie Daniels, “it was simply amazing. My next-door neighbor's young boy set up a 
lemonade stand in front of their townhouse. And as he was calling out ‘Lemonade!’ the butterflies were all 
over our two front gardens like it was paradise. It was so wonderful he started shouting, ‘Lemonade, and 
watch butterflies for free!’" 

Please see the LCMG website/native plants for a recommended plant list, local nurseries and sources for 
native plants. Call the Help Desk for gardening advice and where to go for more information. 

Jane Kirchner, Master Gardener 

 

Photo: Janet Davis 1 
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Getting Ahead of Winter Annual Weeds 
 
With winter turning into spring, gardeners are eager to return to the gardening life, jumpstarting the 
gardening year with catalog purchases and well-timed pruning chores.  Pruner in hand and enjoying the sight 
of American robins bobbin’ along, the gardener soon realizes there is one other pressing chore at hand: 
getting rid of weeds. 

The sight of dense patches of broadleaf and grassy weeds in the lawn and beds makes one find little choice 
but remove them. They are unsightly and worse, they compete with desired plants for water, light and 
nutrients. 

Concerns at this time are winter annual weeds that will eventually die, yes, 
but not before they reseed, leaving the next generation rooted in tended 
gardens.  Controlling weed seed spread and germination should have been 
started earlier, but in early spring growth from germinated seeds is still in 
the vegetative stage when it is still timely to remove them.       Remove this 
(before flowering)  ► 

                                                                                                 Do not wait for this ▼ 
 

 
A common weed in the Mid-Atlantic 
is Deadnettle (pictured at right). 
Seeds dropped by dying flowers 
germinate in the fall and all through 
the winter months; seedlings 
emerge in warm days in winter or as 
the temperature rises in the spring. 
Stop these weeds from repeating 
that cycle year after year. Pull or 
use an herbicide only when 
necessary. Apply herbicide properly 
and try to get rid of them before 
they finish flowering.  

 

The environmentally responsible controls for garden and lawn weeds should follow a well-balanced approach 
of prevention, foremost, and mechanical/physical, cultural, and chemical weed control strategies preferably 
progressing in that order. Prevention is as simple as not allowing weeds to produce the next generation of 
seeds by pulling them before they flower. Prevention can also be as extensive as taking the steps to maintain 
a dense, healthy, vigorous turf or properly mulching garden beds, all to prevent dispersed weed seeds from 
germinating. 

Mechanical or physical controls disrupt continued weed growth once seeds have germinated. Disruption could 
include: hand-pulling, tilling the soil or hoeing in case of beds, and mowing. Mowing is generally not effective 
in killing prostrate broadleaf weeds like Hairy Bittercress. Look out for these winter annual weeds common 
in Virginia lawns: 

 
   

Hairy Bittercress 

Cardamine hirsuta 

◄   vegetative 

 
flower and  

reseeding ► 
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Unlike prostrate broadleaf weeds that 
may not be touched by mowing, mowing 
in the spring is the best way to control 
Annual Bluegrass (Poa annua) whose 
notoriety is in its prolific production of 
seeds.  Mowing stops seed heads from 
forming and numerous seeds being 
dispersed at an infestation level. Other 
than that, timely application of pre-
emergent herbicide in the fall is 
considered the best control. 

 

 

Annual Bluegrass  (few flowers)  
Annual Bluegrass (in flower) 

Cultural controls—rotating crops or planting companion and cover crops in beds, and proper fertilization and 
irrigation of lawns reduce weed infestations. As much as it is preventative, mulching is also a cultural control.  

Finally, Chemical controls involve the use of herbicides. Preferably this is the last recourse for a homeowner 
as herbicides can be harmful to humans and animals.  Whenever use of chemicals is involved, it can never be 
said often enough:  “Read the product label carefully; know what chemicals are in it and how they will work; 
know how the product will be used on what weeds, whether as a pre-emergent or post-emergent control; and 
know how to properly and safely apply it.” Choose herbicides wisely and carefully. For guidance, log on to 
http://www.vt.edu (Virginia Tech) and search for ‘Pest Management Guide’ or http://vaipm.org/ (Virginia 
Integrated Pest Management).  Or call our Help Desk at 703-771-5150 to answer any of your questions. 

Maria Daniels, Master Gardener 

 

 
Henbit 
Lamium 

amplexicaule 
 
   
◄  vegetative 
 
 

in flower ► 
 
 
 
 
 

Common 
Chickweed 

Stellaria media 
 
 
 
◄  vegetative 
 
 
 

 in flower  ► 
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Beyond ‘King Alfred’ 
Is there any gardener who isn’t familiar with the old daffodil favorites such as the golden yellow ‘King Alfred’ 
types? Or the lovely white ‘Mount Hood’? Or the bi-colored ‘Barrett Browning’?  Probably not. Every spring we 
are treated to massive displays of these reliable old favorites in our gardens and street displays. And we 
welcome every single bloom. 
 
But beyond these well-known favorites is an entire world of daffodils waiting to be discovered, with cups of 
various forms and colors ranging from the familiar yellow, white and orange to those with cups of salmon and 
pink. And for the true aficionado, there are always the miniatures and species, some only an inch or two tall, 
waiting to be explored. 
 
Daffodils are divided into 13 divisions, with each division containing flowers that have certain floral 
characteristics in common. Probably the most commonly grown daffodils belong in Divisions 1, 2 and 3. 
Double daffodils comprise Division 4. Divisions 5 through 13 are called the Upper Divisions. Flowers from these 
divisions are less commonly seen in gardens, although there are a few old favorites among them, such as ‘Ice 
Wings’, ‘February Silver’, and ‘Geranium’. But beyond these well-known plants there are many other 
beautiful flowers in these less-explored divisions that are worth our attention and garden space. 
 
Of these upper divisions, probably my favorite daffodils (at least at this moment!) are those in Division 6, the 
Cyclamineus Daffodils, all of which, without fail, are descended from one species, Narcissus cyclamineus.  
N. cyclamineus is a dwarf, generally between 6 and 12½ inches tall. It grows wild in a very small area of 
Portugal and Spain where it is found in shaded forests, damp grasslands, and along riverbanks. Once its charm 
and beauty were discovered, plant collectors descended on those areas and began collecting. While still 
found there, it is not as abundant as it once was. And, because it grows in a very specific environment, the 
species is difficult to maintain in the garden environment. Hybridizers have been at work, however, and we 
can enjoy the descendants of N. cyclamineus in our own gardens without a great deal of effort. Some of the 
best known Division 6 descendants are the popular ‘Jetfire’, ‘Peeping Tom’, and ‘February Gold’.   
 
     Technically, Cyclamineus daffodils have only one flower to a stem.  
     The corona (cup) is quite long; the perianth (petals) has a  
     distinct windswept look, as if the flowers have their faces to the 
 `````````````````  wind. The blooms tend to face downward and they have short necks.  
 
     The original species, to my eye, tops all of its descendants in sheer 
     windswept beauty. Unfortunately, the species is extremely hard to  
     find and grow; a search of the web found it at only a very few  
     specialty alpine growers in the United Kingdom. There are many 
     easily obtainable named varieties, however, some of which are close 
     to the species in appearance but readily available, and are relatively 
     inexpensive.   
 N. Cyclamineus 
                One of the closest in appearance and size to the species is the lovely 
     little ‘Mite’, a miniature. ‘Mite’ is a direct, first generation  
descendant of N. cyclamineus and it very closely resembles its pollen parent. From N. obvallaris (the Tenby 
Daffodil), believed to be its seed parent, it has inherited a tough constitution quite suitable for growing in a 
garden environment. So far, this may be the closest we can come in size and appearance to the beautiful 
species and yet still grow in our gardens. Because it is both a good grower and a beautiful flower, it is 
frequently seen on the show bench, usually with a ribbon attached. 
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While some of the miniatures are difficult to grow, others are fairly easy and require little or no special care.  
Two others which are particularly good are ‘Hummingbird’ and ‘Snipe’, both of which grow well in our area. 
These two are also frequent winners at daffodil shows, not only because they’re lovely but also because they, 
too, tend to be dependable in the garden.  
 
If you choose to grow miniatures, try to find a place for them near a  
path or door where you can see them easily as you walk by – they’re  
very small and easy to miss if planted in a huge bed among other, larger  
flowers far away from the house. 
 
Although N. Cyclamineus is a dwarf, hybridizers have increased the size  
of its descendants to the point where now close to 500 named standard  
varieties exist (not all of which are commercially available or desirable).  
One of the best of these is the frequent award winner ‘Rapture’, a real  
charmer, an easy grower and a frequent winner at shows. It blooms over  
an extended period, and a clump makes a nice showing in the garden for  
a long time. Another personal favorite is ‘Phalarope’, a frequent winner               ‘Snipe’   6 W-W 
and an easy keeper. 
 
          Culture:  Division 6 daffodils are no harder to grow than those in any 
     other division. To decide what you like and to see what grows well in 
     our area, visit at least one daffodil show in April to make your  
     selections. Order bulbs in April, May, and June (See the American 
     Daffodil Society website below for a list of reputable growers).  
     
     Daffodils will grow in any good garden soil but have a preference 
     generally for slightly acidic soil. Most daffodils prefer sharp drainage 
     and are best if planted on a slope or in raised beds. Division 6  
     daffodils, however, are different. Because of their ancestry, they  
 ‘Phalarope’  6 W-Y  tend to prefer moist (but not wet) locations with some afternoon
     shade to cool the soil in the heat of summer.    
 
If you’re preparing a new bed, do so several weeks before you expect to plant the bulbs to give the soil time 
to settle. In our local clay soil, it’s wise to dig the soil to a depth of about 12 inches and add a soil 
amendment which is a mixture of finely ground bark and leaves. Never add manure or any other high-nitrogen 
amendment or fertilizer. Planting can begin as soon as the soil temperature is about 55 degrees, starting 
around mid-October. Those of us who show sometimes put about ½ to 1 teaspoon of bulb fertilizer in the 
hole, cover the fertilizer with soil and then plant, but this isn’t essential. Plant the bulbs about two times as 
deep as the bulb is high (i.e., the top of a two-inch tall bulb should be about four inches beneath the soil). 
And then wait for the show in the spring! 
 
If you’re interested in further exploring the world of daffodils, the annual Upperville Garden Club Daffodil 
Show will be held April 9 from 2:00 to 5:00 at Buchanan Hall, 8649 John Mosby Highway, Upperville.  If you 
miss the show, an excellent reference is www.daffseek.org where you will see not only photographs of 
thousands of daffodils but also have access to information about each one. The American Daffodil Society 
website at www.daffodilusa.org is an excellent source of information. Locally, the ADS-affiliated Washington 
Daffodil Society (http://washingtondaffodilsociety.org), is very active and welcomes new members from rank 
beginners to experienced growers and breeders. 
         Lina Burton, Master Gardener 

   All photographs courtesy of Daffseek, www.daffseek.org.   
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ABCs of Trees                   Botanical Name:  Nyssa sylvatica 

Common Name:  Blackgum, Black Tupelo 
NATIVE 

Zones:  4 – 9 
 
Family:  Nyssaceae 

Habit:  medium to large deciduous 

Form:  pyramidal shape in youth, 
   maturing to flat-topped 
   crown 

Height:  30 to 50 feet, 100 feet in forests 

Spread: 20 to 30 feet 

Growth rate: slow 

Texture: medium  

Leaf: alternate, simple, ovate leaves 3 to 6 inches long 
and 1.5 to 3 inches wide; serrated leave margins 
with dark green color 

Flower: primarily dioecious (males and females are diff. 
trees); not showy, light green in color, in clusters 
hanging from slender stalks, appearing with the 
leaves 

Fruit: dark, purplish-blue drupe, 1/2 inch long, with a 
fleshy coating surrounding a ribbed pit, ripens in 
late summer and fall 

Bark:  dark gray-brown with prominent, irregular ridges or    
  rectangular blocks 

 
Site Requirements: sun to partial shade; prefers moist, well-drained soil; 
provide shelter from wind; tolerates wet soil and clay 

Diseases and Insects: leaf spot, rusts, cankers, forest tent caterpillar and leaf 
miner 

Landscape Uses: ornamental shade tree, birds love the fruit, showy fall colors   

Noteworthy:  Erosion Control: Reestablishes well in erosion prone areas like 
burned over forest, abandoned fields, rolling hills and cold mountain swamps. 
Wildlife: Black bears, foxes, wood ducks, wild turkeys, robins, woodpeckers, 
mockingbirds, brown thrashers, thrushes, flickers, and starlings frequently eat 
the fruit, while white-tailed deer and beavers browse the twigs, foliage and 
young sprouts. Additionally, provides cavity and nesting sites for a variety of 
birds and mammals and a good honey tree. 

Barb Bailey, Master Gardener, Tree Steward 
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ABCs of Trees                   Botanical Name:  Oxydendrum arboreum 

Common Name:  Sourwood  
NATIVE 

Zones:  5 – 9 
 
Family:  Ericaceae 

Habit:  medium to large deciduous 

Form: pyramidal, with rounded top and drooping 
branches 

Height:  25 to 30 feet 

Spread: 20 feet 

Growth rate: slow growing 

Texture: medium in all seasons 

Leaf: alternate, simple, elliptic-oblong, 3 to 8  
inches long, 1 ½ to 3 ½ wide, pale to 
lustrous dark green; petiole ½ to 1 inch 
long. Leaves are dark, lustrous green and 
appear to weep or hand from twigs while 
branches droop towards the ground. 

Flower: white, perfect, bell shaped, ¼ inch long, in 
June and July 4 to 10 inch long, drooping flower 
clusters. Flowers are similar to lily-of-the-valley and 
are fragrant. 

Fruit: small woody capsule 

Bark: grayish brown to brown, thick, deeply furrowed and 
has scaly ridges 

Site Requirements:  well-drained, acidic soils. Does not stand up well 
to heavy air pollution   

Diseases and Insects:  leaf spots and twig blight, very hardy tree with 
few problems 

Landscape Uses:   excellent specimen plant, an all season 
ornamental 

Noteworthy:  beautiful, slow-growing tree. One of the first trees to turn colors 
in the eastern forest. Fall color is striking red and orange. Among the very best 
small, ornamental trees suitable for the garden. Honey from sourwood nectar 
is highly valued. Sourwood Honey is extra-light to light amber color and 
extremely aromatic with a distinctive rich honey flavor. 

Recommend Cultivars:  “Albomarginatum”, “Chaemeleon”, and “Mt. Charm” 
 

Alta Jones, Master Gardener, Tree Steward 
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Roots 

March is an in between time of year for gardeners. Warm breezes tease and spring comes upon us.  Our 
garden chores have begun. We clean out the garden shed, fix tools that need repair, seeds are started 
indoors, and we rake away winter’s debris. I thought I would go underground this month and visit the world of 
roots.  

Roots are varied and vitally important to plant growth. They are literally beneath our feet.  

“Root structure and growth habit have a pronounced effect on plant size and vigor, how a plant is 
propagated, how well the plant adapts to certain soil types, and how the plant responds to cultural practice 
and irrigation. The roots of certain vegetable crops are important as food.” (Adapted from the Virginia 
Master Gardener Handbook). 

If you are out in your yard, garden, or the forest what roots do you see? What web of interlocking structures 
lies beneath your feet? Winter seems quiet yet there is a lot of activity going on in the root systems of trees 
and plants that get the realm of plants ready for spring’s leap. 

Roots are the heart and soul of the plant. Roots, by Douglas B. Elliot, is a 
great book on roots that includes beautiful pencil drawings of woodland 
roots, mostly those found in the forest.  

Root functions: 

• Absorb nutrients 
• Anchor plant in the soil 
• Provide physical support for the stem 
• Store food 
• Some can be used to propagate 
• Some create massive amounts of surface area in root hairs that are exposed to the environment for 

many useful purposes 

In the book mentioned above, Douglas Elliot relates an interesting bit of research. The author describes an 
experiment performed by Dittmer at the State University of Iowa: winter rye (Secale cereal) was placed in a 
box of soil twelve inches square and twenty two inches deep. At four months the plant was measured and 
found to be twenty inches tall with eighty shoots. The researcher carefully removed the plant, separated the 
root shoot and measured the following: 

1. Total length: 387 miles 
2. Surface area of roots: 2, 554 square feet 
3. Root hairs: 7,000 miles in length and 6500 square feet in surface area. 

One square foot of winter rye had roots over 7,387 miles in length and over 9,000 square feet of surface area 
when root hairs were added to the calculations. Impressive isn’t it? The point and purpose of root hairs is for 
the plant to have a wide range of surface area in order to absorb water and nutrients.  

There are 6 types of root structures: 

1. Tap roots: a long tapering root that extends downward and has some fine lateral roots; dandelions 
(Taraxacum officinale , American ginseng (Panax quinquefolius), chicory roots (Cichorium intybus) 
are more herbaceous examples. Trees such as oak, pecanand tulip all have deep tap roots which 
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make them difficult to transplant.Tap roots that divide are called fibrous roots; Daylilies 
(Hemerocallis fulva) have a fibrous root system that consists of tuber like swellings. Though this 
species is not native to North America it can be found throughout the US 
.  

2. Adventitious Roots: an adventurous sounding word used in botany and science to describe something 
added from outside not from the main structure. In botany adventitious refers to structures that 
develop in an unusual place. Good examples are blackberry bramble and forsythia. When a branch 
grows long enough and touches the ground, that particular branch can grow roots. In this additional 
way the blackberry can propagate itself without total reliance on its perennial root structure. For 
some of you, that is not necessarily a good thing for many homeowners near wooded areas can have 
blackberry brambles take over. This type of extra root system though gives these plants an extra edge 
over plants that rely on one root system alone. Adventitious roots help these plants gather extra 
oxygen which can be useful if plants are in poor soil or in flooded areas. 

3. Rhizome: underground stem that is thick and usually creeps horizontally; it produces roots and has 
shoots that develop into new plants and are known to spread rapidly. Rhizome comes from the Greek 
word rhizomameaning “mass of tree roots”. Ginger comes to mind, Asarum canadense species. We 
have native Ginger that grows in the rich soil of wooded, forested areas. Other countries have ginger 
species too that vary according to habitat. Many of us are familiar with the Jamaican variety sold in 
grocery stores. Ginger Root Tea is easy to make and the pungency can be cut with raw honey, maple 
syrup or stevia. 

4. Bulbs: ramps (wild leeks) are probably the most common known wild edible in our forests. They are 
found in the mountains and are greatly valued as a food. One of our earliest spring plants, the bulb, 
can be found close to the surface. Often 3 or 4 bulbs are clumped together. However this plant is 
probably endangered soon due to overharvesting. Ramp Festivals have become popular and this 
practice is seriously depleting our forests. 

5. Corm: is simply the enlarged base of a stem. Jack in the Pulpit (Arisaema triphyllum) is a classic 
example as are Gladiola and Liatris. These corms often have protective skins or tunics that do a great 
job in protecting the plant from insects, digging animals, flooding and water loss. 

6. Tubers: botany defines tuber: a fleshy, usually oblong or rounded thickening or outgrowth, as the 
potato of a subterranean stem or shoot, bearing minute scale like leaves with buds or eyes in their 
axils from which new plants may arise. 

Recipe: Ginger Tea 

Jamaican Ginger can stay in the refrigerator for about a week. Unpeeled ginger will last longer still. Peel the 
skin when ready to use.  

• Water, 4 cups 
• 2 inch piece of fresh cut and peeled ginger root 
• Slice ginger into thin slices. Bring water to a boil in a saucepan. Once it is boiling, add the ginger.  
• Cover it and reduce to a simmer for about 15-20 minutes  
• Strain the tea 
• Add raw honey, maple syrup, stevia or lemon to taste 

The gardens call us and, if a bit chilly, make a pot of warming and pungent ginger tea to take with you. 

Judith Dreyer, MS, BSN, RN, Fauquier County Master Gardener 
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Smart Phone Apps for the Smart Gardener 
Most of us have one, and if you don’t, it won’t be long before you “…come over to the other side!” 

I am referring to iPhones, Droids, Galaxies, and the many other phones that do more than just place a call.  
They are called “Smart Phones” because they offer lots of extra options.  We can read our email, check out 
the news, play “Words with Friends”, GOOGLE and “tweet”.   

We can do lots and lots of fun things with our smart phones, but perhaps one of the best reasons to own a 
smart phone is APPS!!! (APPS is short for “Applications.”). One simply has to go to the App store and 
randomly type in a subject you are interested in getting loaded on your phone.   When I type in “weather,” a 
variety of apps pop up to help me with my obsession with weather.  If you don’t want to pay for an app, 
there are many free apps; however, the downside of a free app is it usually has an advertisement on the 
bottom, which some people find annoying. (Then again, what do you want for free?).  

Type “gardening” or “horticulture” into the app search bar for your smart phone, and a myriad of apps 
appear.  Depending on your interests and how much you want to spend, you can find many apps to download 
and use while you are pursuing your gardening interests outdoors.  Books can be beautiful, and the computer 
can’t be beat when you must look up some gardening question, but there is nothing like the convenience of 
opening up your smart phone, tapping on an appropriate app and getting the answer instantly.   

It is important to “know” the weather when planning our gardens, thinking about what flowers to plant, when 
to water or when to count on Mother Nature.  Gardening and weather go hand in hand.  I love knowing the 
temperature, how much rain we have received and the wind speed.  And, as smart gardeners, we need to 
know when the next storm is coming! Here are some of my favorite gardening and weather apps: 

TWC (The Weather Channel).  You can type in any city in the world and it will tell you the temperature, 
time of sunrise/sunset, wind, humidity and even the 10-day forecast.   

Wunderground.  Similar to TWC in that it gives you all the necessary weather information and the wind 
speed closest to you when you tap the anemometer picture in the upper right corner. (You choose the closest 
neighborhood.) 

Weather Bug and Accuweather.  Weather Bug has actual information from weather stations nearest to 
you or wherever you would like to know.  Type in the zip code of the location you are interested in and you 
can choose the nearest weather station and get the info from there.  I find these apps especially helpful 
when traveling, as they have great information and I can know what to expect in that local.  Also, if I want to 
see what is going on in towns where family members live, Weather Bug is my “go to” app. 

Moon Phase.  This app lets you know what phase the moon will be in that night.  It also has a monthly 
calendar in case you plant by the moon! 

NOAA Radio. A fantastic app that alerts to impending weather situations such as snowstorms, flooding rains, 
fog, strong dangerous winds and any other weather watches and warnings.  To get local information one 
needs to go to your state (VA), then county (Loudoun) and assign it as a “favorite”.  When a watch or warning 
is imminent, a notice appears encouraging you to open the app and read about it.  You can even set an alarm. 

My Radar and RadarUS. These apps allow you to see what clouds are moving your way or what terrible rains 
may be forcing you to change your plans. 
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Dirr’s Tree and Shrub Finder.  This app is based on Michael Dirr’s book, The Manual of Woody 
Landscapes, and according to the description from Timber Press, Inc., it “…covers 1670 species and 7800 
cultivars with 7600 high-quality plant images.  The app offers the latest and most reliable information of 
woody landscape plants for the landscape professional and the home gardener.”   This app costs $14.99, but 
it is his celebrated and much loved book at your fingertips on your phone! 

IPM Toolkit.  This app is from the University of Wisconsin Nutrient and Pest Management Program and has 
articles, publications and pictures in which you can apply pest management (IPM) practices.    

Leafsnap.  This is a free app that identifies tree species from photographs of their leaves.  You take a photo 
of a leaf with your phone, and the app will identify the tree for you.  It has beautiful photos of leaves, seeds, 
bark, and flowers.    

Audubon Wildflowers.  Download this app for $ 9.99 and you will have over 1700 North American 
wildflowers at your fingertips for your browsing pleasure.  You can search by region, shape and color.  This is 
a quick identifier of wildflowers.  The Audubon series include Audubon Trees, Insects and Spiders, Butterflies, 
Birds, Mushrooms and more.  The price ranges from $4.99-$19.99.  All the Audubon apps have tremendous 
reviews. 

Plant Pictures-Plant Picture Guide for Gardeners and Landscapers.  This app has a database of over 
26,000 plant names and uses Google images so you can see photos of plants instantly.  If you are wondering 
what a 1-quart container plant will look like in 3 years, this app will help you.  Basically it’s an image catalog 
of plants to help you decide right plant, right place. 

These are just a few of the many apps that are out there to help us know what the weather will be, when a 
storm is approaching and what plants to choose or how to plant them.   

You, too, can be a Smart Gardener with your Smart Phone apps! 

Monique Wilson, Master Gardener 

 
 

Some Interesting Facts about Tomatoes 
 

 The tomato has nearly 7,000 more genes than humans. 

 The reason why nicotiana (flowering tobacco) is recommended as a companion planting for tomatoes 
is that the dreaded tomato hornworm is also known as the tobacco worm.  It *greatly* prefers tobacco 
plants to the tomatoes growing a few feet away.  This year, plant nicotiana in a spot far from your 
tomatoes to see if that will lure the critters away completely. 

 Create a "sacrificial tomato plant" away from your other tomato plants for the hornworms.  This way 
the hornworms can still mature into those cool sphinx moths and leave your good tomatoes alone.  
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The Garden Wonk: Stratification and Scarification – Growing 
Native Plants from Seed 

When you buy a package of vegetable seeds or annual flower seeds, all you need to do is plant them and they 
germinate and start to grow within days. We assume this is the way all seeds behave but cultivated plants 
lack seed dormancy because of generations of selective breeding – human intervention not nature.   

Seed dormancy is nature's way of setting a time clock that allows seeds to germination when conditions are 
favorable for survival of the seedlings. If you want to grow native perennials and woody plants from seed you 
have saved or purchased you will most likely have to take special measures to ensure germination. In the 
wild, seed dormancy is usually overcome by the seed spending time in the ground through a winter and having 
its hard seed coat softened up by frost and weathering action. But there are reasons why you may not want to 
plant your seeds outside in the fall. Poor weather conditions may rot the seeds, hard rains may wash them 
away and critters may eat them. If you have a limited number of seeds, why risk losing them? 

Simulating a winter in the soil is called stratification – the process of subjecting seeds to cold and moist 
conditions. First you’ll need something to hold the moistness. Moistened clean sand, vermiculite or paper 
towels provide a good, sterile medium. Too much moisture will cause the seeds to get moldy and then rot. 
Seal the seeds and moist medium in a plastic bag and place in the refrigerator. Don’t forget to label the bag! 
Check periodically to make sure the medium has not dried out. If the seeds start to germinate, plant them 
immediately. Some sources recommend soaking the seeds in warm water for 24 hours after the period of 
stratification and immediately before planting.   

If you have an extra refrigerator that you aren’t particular about you can plant your seeds in individual peat 
pellets, place them in plastic containers and store them in the refrigerator. Another option is to plant the 
seeds in the fall in containers that are protected by screens but stored outdoors. 

Different seeds require different treatment and different periods of stratification. Many seeds should not be 
allowed to dry out. Paw Paw (Asimina triloba) seeds and spicebush (Lindera benzoin) seeds are two that fall 
into this category. Harvest the seeds and immediately place them in cold moist stratification as detailed 
above. A good native plant catalog will provide information on the optimal time for stratification. Sixty days 
is the most common period of time. Never let seeds sit at room temperature or dry out between stratification 
and sowing. 

Some seeds need direct sun in order to germinate after stratification. So after the cold moist treatment, the 
seeds should be sown on the surface of the soil.  Goldenrod (Solidago) and beardtongue (Penstemon) are two 
plants that have this requirement 

Seeds with hard coats may need to be scarified – the process of modifying the seed coat so that moisture 
can enter and initiate germination. Scarification is done through heat, abrasion or chemicals. Heat ranges 
from fire needed by some seeds, to boiling water poured over the seeds like that of the New Jersey Tea 
(Ceanothus americanus) and fragrant sumac (Rhus aromatica), or simply soaking the seeds in warm to hot 
water for 24 hours. Abrasion should be done carefully with sandpaper or a file. Slight abrasion can be 
accomplished by putting seeds in a container with coarse sand and shaking the container for thirty seconds. 
Commercial growers scarify seeds by soaking them in concentrated sulfuric acid. Do not try this at home! But 
vinegar may create the same effect for some seeds. In nature, chemical scarification can occur when seeds 
pass though the digestive tracts of various animals and birds. 

If you are growing milkweed for your Monarch Waystation, stratify the seed for 3 to 6 weeks and then soak 
them in warm water for 24 hours before sowing. These steps should produce a high rate of germination. 

Experiment and have fun!  
Carol Ivory, Master Gardener 
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Notes from the Help Desk: 
Q:  I have heard a lot about ‘compost tea’, what is it and how should it be used? 

A:  Compost tea is the liquid that comes from steeping finished compost in water.  Like a tea bag!  The 
steeping allows the beneficial microorganisms to flow into the liquid for use in the soil to boost plant health – 
it is NOT a fertilizer, pesticide or fungicide.  It can be tricky and there are mixed opinions on using it.  Some 
things to know: 

• Quality of the compost is key 
• Supplemental nutrients can be added 
• Aerated compost is a new concept using “optimum levels of oxygen for growth and reproduction of 

beneficial aerobic microorganisms”.   Must use aerated compost tea within 4 to 6 hours of decanting. 
• Applied directly to soil (root zone) or used as a foliar spray early in the morning 
• Little scientific support on benefits over using compost 
• More information:  http://extension.oregonstate.edu/douglas/mg/dcmg/aerated-compost-tea and 

http://www.whatcom.wsu.edu/ag/compost/composttea.htm   
 
Q:  I am wondering about the care of Irises. 

A:  Irises are one of the most beautiful flowers that emerge in 
spring.  Some are weary of growing irises because they don’t know 
just how easy it is to care for them!  And what a display of mass 
plantings! 

Irises are rhizomes (like a potato in texture) and there are two 
common types, bearded and beardless.  A bearded iris is, like its 
title, an iris with a bushy-like beard on each of the lower flower 
petals. A beardless iris does not have this bloom identifier and is 
mostly native to Asia.  You may be familiar with the Siberian Iris (on 

left) as a beardless iris.  The bloom time is 
later than the bearded. 

A bearded iris likes to sit almost on top of the soil and have half day sun (6 to 8 
hours). The upper part of the rhizome is visible and there is nothing applied to cover 
them – or they may rot.  The roots must be firmly planted in order to hold the plant 
in place. Of course you should start with good soil before planting in order to ensure 
the happiest most prolific iris!  Start with a soil sample (kits available at our 

extension office) and amend your soil according to the results. 

Once planted, it may take a year or two for the blooms to appear so don’t fret.  This is true for plants that 
have been divided.  Once established, the plants will multiply like crazy when happy giving you the show of a 
lifetime each spring.  It is a good idea to divide bearded irises once they start crowding each other – every 3 
or 4 years after plant started annual blooms.  Simply lift the iris from the ground and separate the new 
rhizomes from the old in July/August timeframe.  You can discard the old rhizome as it no longer produces.  
Cut back the foliage to an inverted “V” about 5 inches from the rhizome and replant. 

For more information on beardless irises and everything you need to know about iris care, visit The American 
Iris Society: http://www.irises.org/index.html.  

Barb Bailey, LCMG and Tree Steward 
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“GARDENING FOR A LIFETIME, How to Garden Wiser as You 
Grow Older” by Sydney Eddison 

   
I had the great pleasure of meeting Sydney Eddison many years ago when I was a Master Gardener In 
Newtown, CT. She had written many books on gardening and I was excited to hear her presentation on her 
beloved primroses. With her child-like, sweet voice, she showed that she was the Master of her passion, 
gardening! Already into her late middle ages when I had last seen her, I was very pleased to find her latest 
book on gardening. It is well written and beautifully illustrated by Kimberly Day Proctor (a landscape designer 
who had also done my own plan for my home in Newtown!). I devoured each page and heartily agreed with 
Sydney’s advice!  

Gardening, for most of us, is a passion that we enter without thinking of 
the increasingly difficult tasks of maintaining a garden with our own 
advancing years. The constant, yearly maintenance of weeding, digging, 
dividing, moving heavy pots takes a toll on us all. Sydney gives us the eye 
opening advice that we should all take unless we have a plan and the 
resources of hiring a “team” of workers for us to oversee!   

Her advice to give up some of our high maintenance perennials that need 
constant feeding, staking and dividing are better passed on and replaced 
with lower maintenance shrubs that offer high value and take up more 
space. She recommends some perennials such as sedums, rudbeckias and 
some daylilies. 

Sydney also says that yes, it’s alright to take down trees, shrubs or 
perennials that are no longer beautiful or useful. This is not to say to add 
more lawn, quite the opposite, she loves groundcovers! 

The well known advice of, “putting in the right plant in the right place” 
should be ingrained in every gardeners’ knowledge. As the plants mature, we may not have to do anything 
with that plant for many years as opposed to fighting the plants natural behavior as it matures. 

Sydney repeatedly says that gardening is a give and take. Instead of fighting to maintain those ailing plants 
and crisp edges, it comes to a time when the garden will win and take over, it’s just a matter of where and 
when we finally release that grip of standard maintenance well beyond our resources. You have to pick your 
battles!! 

When removing something, don’t be so quick to replace it, especially trees. ”You may find that you like the 
open space.” 

Container gardening is another chapter that offers “the older gardener the opportunity to garden with a 
fraction of the physical work that an in-the-ground garden demands and can still provide the satisfaction and 
joy of gardening.”  With just a little help moving the pots and adding soil, this can still offer the advanced-
age gardener the same joys! 

Another helpful advice tidbit from Sydney is making lists, basic but important. Instead of going into the 
garden and being overwhelmed by all that must be done, you can chose one thing from your list and actually 
get it done! 

Advancing years in the garden need not be a physical challenge but of making the most of what you have left! 
“How beautiful can you make your garden with the resources you still have at your command?” 

Terry Coulter, Master Gardener 
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Ida Lee Recreation Center, Leesburg  

Offering topics for every gardener and lover of the landscape.  
Please join us and our line-up of outstanding speakers.   

 Saturday Speakers and Topics 
9:00-9:15 Welcome by Becky Phillips, Symposium Chairperson 

9:15 -10:45 Joe Murray, Consulting Arborist & Biology Professor, Blue Ridge Community College, 
How We Hurt The Trees We Love: A Caregiver’s Dilemma.   

11:00-12:30 
Catherine Zimmerman, sustainable landscape designer, filmmaker and author of 
Urban & Suburban Meadows, Bringing Meadowscaping to Big and Small Spaces,  
Meadowscaping; A Recipe for Restoring Native Habitat 

1:30-3:00 
Jim McCormac, biologist with Ohio Division of Wildlife, specializing in wild-life 
diversity issues, columnist with Cleveland Dispatch, blogger and author, Bugs and 
Blooms: Growing Insects 

3:15-4:45 Michael Judd, founder of Ecologia, LLC, Edible & Ecological Landscape Design 
specializing in edible & ecological landscapes, Have your yard and eat it too! 

Sunday Speakers and Topics   
 Option 1 Option 2 

9:30-10:30 
David Lohmann owner of Abernethy and 
Spencer, Greenhouse, Nursery & Garden 
Center in Purcellville, VA., Organic Fertilizers 
and Pesticides 

Connie Schmotzer, Consumer Horticulture 
Educator for Penn State Extension in York 
County, coordinator of the Pollinator Friendly 
Certification Program, Suburban Yard to 
Native Landscape 

10:45 -11:45 

Debbie Dillion, Extension Agent, 
Agriculture & Natural Resources, Horticulture, 
serving Culpeper, Madison, & Orange 
Counties. Hydrangeas – Old Fashioned 
Glamour for the Garden 

John Magee, Landscape Designer, 
Middleburg Va. Design to Implementation- 
proper execution to avoid the perils & 
pitfalls of landscaping projects 

12:45 -1:45 
Paul Gibson, Prince William County Master 
Gardener, specializing in sustainable organic 
gardening, Organic Sustainable Vegetable 
Gardening 

Kim Miller, Loudoun County Animal Care 
and Control, instructor for the Virginia Basic 
Animal Control Training, and serves on the 
board of the Virginia Animal Control 
Association. Basic Wildlife Animal Control 

2:00-3:00 
Joan Feely, Curator/Horticulturist in charge 
of the Fern Valley Native Plant Collection and 
the Dogwood Collection at the U.S. National 
Arboretum, Native Ferns for Every Garden 

John Miller, Prince William County Master 
Gardener and multiple year recipient of VCE-
Prince William’s Green Foot award. 10 Steps 
to a Greener Lawn 
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Loudoun County Master Gardeners  

Fourth Annual Gardening Symposium  

April 6-7, 2013 

Ida Lee Recreation Center  
Social Hall (Lower Level)  

60 Ida Lee Drive, Leesburg, VA 20176  
 

One Day $45 
Two Days $70 
Registration fees are non-refundable.  Fee includes lunch.  Space is limited, please 
register early. 
  
 
I am registering for: 

□ Saturday and Sunday, # of people ______ Total $ ______ 

□ Saturday only, # of people ______ Total $ ______ 

□ Sunday only, # of people ______ Total $ ______ 
Please note the days and number of vegetarian lunches:  
 
Name(s):  

  

Phone:   

Email:  
 
Register and pay online beginning 2/15 http://www.loudouncountymastergardeners.org  

OR 

Make check payable to LCMGA. 

Mail this form and your check to: 

LCMGA Symposium 
Extension Office 
30 Catoctin Circle SE, Suite B  
Leesburg, VA 20175 
 
 
This form and your payment may also be dropped off at the Extension Office, 9-5, 
weekdays. 
 
For details about the symposium and the speakers see: 
http://www.loudouncountymastergardeners.org/  
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2013 Spring Plant Sale 
Order Form 

PRE‐PAID Due March 29 ‐ Check made payable to LCMGA 
Pick up your plants at the Extension Office on Saturday, April 13 from 9‐1. 

 
Name________________________________________________________________ 
Email________________________________________________________________ 

        (please print) 

Phone________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Send order & payment to: 
Loudoun County Master Gardeners, 30 Catoctin Circle SE, Suite B, Leesburg VA 20175 

Orders are filled on a first come, first served basis. 
 
 

LCMGA assumes no responsibility or liability for planting of any plant and makes no warranties, expressed or 
 implied, regarding the survival of any plant. 

 

Thank you for supporting the Loudoun County Master Gardeners! 
Questions?  703‐771‐5150 or email us:  loudounmg@vt.edu 

TO
M
A
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Quantity   

   
H
EB

B
S 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 V
EG

G
IE
S 
 

Quantity   

  Ultimate Opener    Imperial Star Artichoke 

  Big Beef    Broccoli Packman 

  Black Truffle    Total Veggies 

  Uncle Joe’s     

  Red Brandywine  Quantity  

  Cherokee Purple    Basil African Blue 

  Mr. Stripey    Basil Genovese 

  Sungold    Greek Columnar Basil 

  Supersweet 100    Cilantro Calypso 

  Black Cherry    Parsley, Italian Flat 

  San Marzano    Rosemary ARP 

  Juliet    Thyme, Lemon 

  Total Tomatoes      Fernleaf Dill 

        Total Herbs 

   
  P
EP

P
ER

S 

Quantity       

  Ace        

  Jupiter 

 

   

  Giant Marconi   

  Early Sunsation  Quantity  

  Sweet Banana    Total Tomatoes 

  Lunchbox Snack Pepper      Total Peppers 

  Lipstick Pepper   

   
   
   
  T
O
TA

LS
    Total Veggies 

  Pizza Pepper    Total Herbs 

  Ancho Magnifico    Total Plants 

  Mucho Nacho                             X   $3.25 
  Total Peppers  Total Due 

   

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
 

 

 
Date Received 

Check/Cash  

Would you like to receive our 
free online publication,    
“The Trumpet Vine”? 

Yes      No
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